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Foreword 

Welcome to the 2014/15 Annual Report for the South East Hub Territory. 

We have continued to work together this year to deliver high quality

community facilities across the territory and there is a strong pipeline of

projects in development for the future.

Since inception in 2010, the Hub initiative has delivered 23 community facilities worth

£82m in South East Scotland, accommodating a wide range of health, education and

community services. There are more than £200m of further projects in the development

pipeline.

Complex programmes of this nature are not without their challenges and this year has

been a true test of the partnership. Together, we have dealt with a number of issues,

including the delay in projects due to new EU accounting rules (ESA 2010) and the

challenges of meeting affordability constraints in an environment where costs are rising

but budgets remain under significant pressure.  

The Territory’s Strategic Delivery Plan set out a vision to transform public services

through more effective collaboration between the NHS and local authorities in the

delivery of community facilities. The Hub initiative remains a key platform to meet this

huge challenge, and this year’s work has started to lay the foundations to achieve the

vision. A key feature of our approach is to review the service needs of local communities

and find ways in which community infrastructure can enable new ways of working,

achieving cost savings and enabling wider economic growth over the coming years.

The work being undertaken through Hub for the community of Leith (see Page 41) will

hopefully provide a model which can be rolled out across the Territory.

We have made strides this year in realising the value that can be secured through the

creation of a number of facilities of similar design. Early work has commenced with NHS

Lothian on the delivery of a rolling programme of primary health care facilities (see

Page 40) and we see the potential benefits of such a programme in other sectors.

Overall, it has been a productive year in the South East Territory. Financial Close was

secured on our largest project to date – Phase 1 of NHS Lothian’s revenue funded Royal

Edinburgh Campus. This is now progressing well on site and future phases are due to

commence formal development in the New Year. 

In the Borders, this year saw the completion of the Galashiels Transport Interchange

project which is an important station on the new Borders Railway Line – a vital new

transport link and key to future economic development in the Borders.

Construction continued on James Gillespie’s High School in Edinburgh, the first revenue

funded high school in Scotland in the Hub programme, where the teaching block was

handed over on time and on budget. The pupils named this the Malala Building, in a

tribute to Nobel Peace Prize winner Malala Yousafzai - a fitting dedication to a young
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woman who promotes education. New revenue funded high schools for Midlothian

and Scottish Borders Councils have concluded the development process and will

move to Financial Close and the start of construction once the EU accounting issue

has been resolved. 

We are progressing our fourth revenue funded high school, West Calder High School, in

partnership with West Lothian Council. In the drive for continuous improvement we are

applying lessons learned from the previous three high schools, as well as exploring the

additional value that could be realised by using approaches taken on other new schools

across the UK.

We are proud that we can now demonstrate the reality of community benefits beyond

simply bricks and mortar, as the Hub initiative in the South East Territory has created to

date more than 100 new jobs, 81 new graduate places and 132 apprenticeships and

trainee places.

Looking to the future we hope for a swift resolution to the ESA 2010 accounting issue,

allowing us to reach Financial Close and commence construction on Kelso and

Newbattle High Schools, plus the three NHS/local authority partnership centres in the

Lothian Bundle. In the coming months we will be handing over educational facilities in

Edinburgh and East Lothian, touching the lives of almost 5,000 pupils. 

We welcome this opportunity to thank all the organisations and individuals involved in

the collective effort of making the Hub initiative in the South East Territory such a

success. We look forward to fruitful engagement with you in the coming year. 

Alex McCrorie Jo Elliot

Chair Chair

South East Territory Partnering Board Hub South East Scotland Ltd
Galashiels Transport Interchange, Scottish Borders
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James Gillespie’s Campus – Malala Building, Edinburgh
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The past twelve months have been extremely busy in the

South East Territory and together all partners have faced some

difficult challenges but new community facilities continue to

be delivered, providing an excellent platform for Participants

to deliver new and improved public services.

Lessons continue to be learned and these are manifesting

themselves in a real change in the way in which Participants

are embracing the Hub initiative and how Hubco operates in

developing and delivering new community infrastructure

projects.

Our Partnering Board

This year we have seen a number of changes at the Territory Partnering Board (TPB).

Susan Goldsmith (NHSL) stepped down from her role as Chair with Alex McCrorie (ELC)

assuming the mantel of TPB chair for the next three years. The role of Vice Chair has

been taken by Craig Marriot (NHSL). This year also saw Pamela MacLauchlan (SAS) and

Martin Joyce (SBC) moving on to new careers, being replaced by Gerry O’Brien and

Steven Renwick respectively. I would like to thank all former members of the TPB for

their leadership and support to the Hub initiative and offer a warm welcome to all new

members as we work to take Hub in the South East to the next level.

Our Strategic Delivery Plan

Last year saw the introduction of our Strategic Delivery Plan for 2013 to 2018. In that

plan we set out our vision to work together to provide enhanced local services and

achieve tangible benefits for partners and communities in the Lothian and Borders.

To achieve this vision we set ourselves targets in relation to Partnership Working,

Collaborative Asset Management and Improved Service Delivery.

In terms of Partnership Working – the relationship between Hubco and many

Participants remains strong but more needs to be done to secure Hubco as the

development partner of choice across all ten Participants. We hope to improve the

extent of cross Participant collaboration and joint working in the coming year.

In terms of Collaborative Asset Management – our best example of this has been the

progress made in relation to the Leith Partnership Centre (See Page 41). Whilst still at its

very early development stages, this initiative has huge potential to deliver both service

and efficiency gains to a range of public sector partners, as well as playing a major part

in the economic regeneration of Leith. Other opportunities exist to adopt a similar

approach in the Borders and East Lothian, with initial asset management activities

having commenced this year at Eyemouth and Haddington. Working with Hubco,

the Territory Programme Team will continue to explore opportunities for further

collaboration across the South East Territory. 

In terms of Improved Service Delivery – The focus of the Hub initiative to date has

largely been on delivering standalone projects. Each of these projects in themselves will

provide improved public services whether it be in the education, health or social care

environment. However, the real challenge is to find ways in which the Hub initiative can

support the transformation and the efficiency of the delivery of public services through

the development of innovative community infrastructure solutions.

The Leith Partnership Centre Initiative mentioned above has a real opportunity to

show how a radical approach to collaborative asset management can not only reduce

the cost of service delivery but also improve its effectiveness and efficiency, as well

contribute to community regeneration and wider economic growth.

Alastair Young 

Programme Director,

TPB

Hub South East Scotland Territory Partnering Board Report
A Year of Challenges, Change and Delivery

Scottish Ambulance Service Station, Melrose



Our Territory Delivery Plan

The pipeline of projects being taken through Hub continues to look healthy. In

the first five years of the Hub initiative in the South East £82m of new community

facilities have been delivered, £90m are in currently in construction and over £200m

of qualifying projects are currently in development. The future pipeline of potential

qualifying projects also looks healthy, with NHS Lothian signalling continued major

investment at the Royal Edinburgh Campus (REC) and the on-going need to improve

and enhance primary health care facilities across the territory. From a local authority

perspective, Hub is taking forward its fourth revenue financed secondary school in

partnership with West Lothian Council, whilst working with a number of local

authorities to implement efficient solutions to deal with rising school rolls across

the territory.

The current estimated value of possible projects within the future South East Hub

Territory Delivery Plan over the next three to five years is summarised below.

SECTOR VALUE COMMENT

HEAlTH (>£20m) c.£100m Future phases of REC 

PRIMARy CARE c.£60m 18 to 20 Health Centres

HIgH SCHOOl (New) c.£50m 2 to 3 New High Schools

HIgH SCHOOl (Extensions) c.£5 to £20m Depends on local needs

PRIMARy SCHOOl (New) c.£50 to £75m 10 to 15 New Primary Schools

PRIMARy SCHOOl (Extensions) c.£45m Around 10 Extensions

HEAlTH & SOCIAl CARE c.£30 to £40m 10 to 15 New Facilities

CARE HOMES c £24 to £40m 3 to 4 New Facilities

TOTAl approx. £350m to £450m over the next 5 years

It is recognised that not all of the above will be delivered via Hubco and that all of the

above are subject to available funding.

Our Supply Chain

Based on the possible future pipeline and in keeping with the requirements of the

Territory Partnering Agreement, Hubco undertook a comprehensive review of the

capacity and performance of its supply chain to ensure it remains best placed to meet

the future needs of the Participants. This review included engaging with all Participants,

other Hubcos and the existing Tier 1 Construction Contractors. 

The conclusion of this process was to expand Hubco’s existing supply chain and secure

the services of an additional Tier 1 Construction Contractor capable of delivering both

£5m to £10m capital projects, as well as circa £30m revenue financed projects. This will

be a welcomed enhancement to the existing supply chain capacity and should stand

Hubco in good stead to deliver even better value for money across the future Territory

Delivery Plan.

Our Performance

As part of the supply chain review process, a very positive response from all Participants

was received and there was a clear message that all Participants are keen to make the

Hub initiative a success. This process also enabled very constructive comments as to

how the process could be improved to the benefit of all. All of these suggestions have

been captured and will be fed into our continuous improvement programme.

Whilst the pipeline is healthy and the supply chain expanding, more needs to be done

to improve the time and cost to all parties of delivering projects through the Hub

process. This year has seen the pipeline of DBFM projects subject to delay, in part,

due to the need to resolve the ESA 2010 accounting issue. But notwithstanding this,

the Hub process is, in general, taking too long across both DBFM and DBDA projects

and in some cases is not providing the cost certainty for Participants at the outset of

the process as it should. This is recognised by all parties. 

In terms of Hubco's performance against the suite of KPIs for 2014/15, there have been

no Significant Performance Failures and no Track Record Tests events have been carried

forward from previous years. However, two Track Record Test events have been

identified for 2014/15. The Territory Partnering Board has noted the agreed actions

in light of these two Track Record Test events. It is recognised that, subject to future

agreement, there is the potential for each these two Track Record Test events to be

set aside.
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Notwithstanding these two Track Record Test events, the Territory Partnering Board

consider Hubco’s overall performance as satisfactory and it is encouraging to see Hubco

meeting, and in many cases exceeding targets around community benefits. Full details

of Hubco’s performance against all KPIs are available online:

www.hubsoutheastscotland.co.uk/about/our-annual-review.

For 2015/16 the TPB recommend retaining the existing suite of KPIs but that a joint

workshop should be held at the earliest opportunity to explore areas to improve the

relevance and efficiency of the KPI process.

Our Numbers

The Territory’s Capital Enabling Budget has been affected by a number of factors this

year. The requirement now not to make capital contributions to revenue financed

projects, as well as the repayment of interest and fees on Hubco’s initial working capital

has led to a current balance of £1,288,125. It is proposed to allocate this balance on the

following basis:

• £1,157,542 payment to NHS Lothian for fees paid in advance of financial close on

the Lothian Bundle Project; and

• £75,000 provisional allocation to fund a business case to support the

collaborative Leith Partnership Centre initiative during 2015.

This leaves an unallocated balance of £55,584 for 2015/16.

The Territory’s Revenue Budget retains sufficient funds to cover forecast expenditure

until June 2016. This includes accruing costs for the position of Territory Programme

Manager which has remained unfilled for the last year. 
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St David's Primary (Rising Rolls Phase 2), Edinburgh

http://www.hubsoutheastscotland.co.uk/about/our-annual-review


Hubco Chief Executive’s Report

We are now in Hubco’s 5th year of operation and 2014/15

has been incredibly productive, if at times challenging. 

With a great deal of preconstruction activity being carried

out in this reporting period, as well as managing the

implications of the ESA 2010 accounting issue, it’s important

to acknowledge that there have been challenges as well

as successes.

The ongoing uncertainties around the ESA 2010 changes are

creating real difficulties for Hubco and its supply chain. Several

major projects, which by now should be under construction,

are still awaiting the green light to reach Financial Close. We

are working very closely with SFT to provide whatever support

we can and hope that a way forward will soon be found. 

Our systems and processes have also been put under a degree of strain which

manifested itself in difficulties with some projects in relation to finalising and agreeing

costs. But, in the spirit of Hub’s partnership model, we have worked through these

challenges. As a team, together with Participants and our supply chain, we have

reached resolutions and can focus on moving ahead to make these projects a reality.

I would personally like to thank our Participant partners for their positive and helpful

approach in dealing with these issues.

As we face challenging times and are caught up in the details of problems around

particular projects, it’s more important than ever to celebrate the positive successes

and remind ourselves of what has actually been achieved. 

From 1 August 2014 to 31 July 2015, our team has worked on: 

• The completion of developments totalling £35m

• The start of construction of new facilities valued at £78m

• Project development on qualifying projects valued at over £204m 

• Strategic Services on other initiatives valued at a potential £326m 

It’s been a year of firsts for Hub South East as we successfully handed over a new

ambulance station in Melrose - the first Hub project in Scotland to be completed in

partnership with the Scottish Ambulance Service, as well as the James Gillespie’s

Malala Building in Edinburgh - the first revenue funded education facility to be

completed through the Hub initiative in Scotland. 

In education we also completed four new school extensions in the second year of our

Rising Rolls programme with the City of Edinburgh Council, and at the time of writing

we are about to hand over seven more in phase three and are currently developing

phase four – all testament to the success of this flexible long term solution to rising

school numbers. In a further endorsement to the merits of this innovative programme,

we are now on site in Bathgate with the first similar extension project in partnership

with West Lothian Council. Similarly, we are assisting East Lothian Council with the

strategic issue of rising school numbers in Tranent as we are about to hand over an

extension at Windygoul Primary.

In health we reached financial close and started construction of the £45m first phase

of the Royal Edinburgh Campus for NHS Lothian. Work is progressing well on site and

confirmation of our appointment on a larger phase two is imminent. We have also now

been confirmed as taking forward the development and construction of the £72m East

Lothian Community Hospital. Both projects have had Hub involvement from a very

early stage and we are proud to be helping shape the service delivery of high

quality, modern, fit for purpose mental health and community health facilities

across the territory from planning, design and development, through to construction

and maintenance. 

Key to the success of these projects is the involvement of local people in Hub

developments and we are delighted to report that in terms of wider economic gain

and delivering community benefits, we continue to meet and often exceed key

performance indicators in a number of areas.

Since 2010 we have awarded 84% of completed jobs to SMEs and supported more than

1,000 days of work placements, as well as 15,000 school, site and further education

visits. In this year alone 54 new jobs and 68 apprenticeship and trainee places have

been created on Hub projects – that’s almost double what we had achieved in the first

4 years of operation. Add to this, our charity golf day we held recently (see page 45),

which raised over £15,000 for the Grassmarket Community Project, and you can see

the real difference we are making locally. 
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Paul McGirk

Chief Executive

Hub South East

Scotland Ltd



Internally we have had a busy year too. We have restructured our core team, with the

creation of the roles of Development Director and Operations Director, giving more

focus to these two key aspects of our work. We’ve also moved into larger offices to

encourage collaboration between ourselves, our project development managers,

supply chain and Participants. 

Always keen to ensure continuous improvement, we have listened carefully to our

partners and are implementing a range of actions this year to allow us to be better

placed to take on future challenges. On page 50 you can see examples of what ‘You

Said’ and what ‘We Did’ in response. This demonstrates our commitment to make

changes in order to work together more effectively, deliver better services and support

the partnership ethos of the Hub initiative. 

Looking ahead, we are confident that a resolution to the ESA 2010 accounting issue will

be implemented and we will be in the position to reach Financial Close on £80m of

projects which have been delayed – Kelso and Newbattle High Schools and the three

partnership centres in the Lothian Bundle, allowing construction to progress.

We also look forward to further strengthening our supply chain in the coming

year as we bring on a 3rd Tier 1 Contractor and we are excited to be launching an

Innovation Programme before the end of the year (see page 50), where we will be

involving all partners to look at innovative and creative options for the delivery of

future projects. 

The following pages describe some of the exciting highlights of our year and provide

some of the details behind these achievements. 

Thank you to all those who have contributed to Hub South East’s continued progress in

2014/15. Your hard work and dedication is key to our ongoing success. We look forward

to 2015/16 with excitement, further strengthening relations across the territory and

continuing to demonstrate why we should be our Participant’s development partner

of choice.
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Malala Building - James Gillespie's Campus, Edinburgh
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Galashiels Transport Interchange, Scottish Borders
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Projects : Completed

Hubco has successfully handed over projects to the value of £35m in this

reporting period. All projects were within the agreed contract price and all

except one were completed on schedule. 
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Broughton Primary School (Rising Rolls Phase 2), Edinburgh
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PROJECT COMPLETED DELIVERING PARTICIPANT VALUE PROCUREMENT TIER 1 START COMPLETION

ROUTE CONTRACTOR DATE DATE

RISINg ROllS PHASE 2 4 x new school The City of £3.4m – Design Morrison Construction February 2014 August 2014 – 

extensions Edinburgh Council on budget and Build on schedule

COuNCIl ASSET Ongoing maintenance The City of £900k – Design Morrison Construction March 2014 June 2014 – 

MANAgEMENT WORkS of various Council Edinburgh Council on budget and Build on schedule

buildings

SAS AMBulANCE New build ambulance Scottish £2.1m – Design Morrison Construction January 2012 January 2015 – 

STATION - MElROSE service station Ambulance on budget and Build (through Joint Venture on schedule

Service with Borders Construction)

COuNCIl PROPERTy Refurbishment of The City of £2.4m – Design Morrison Construction June 2014 March 2015 – 

RATIONAlISATION PROjECT Council offices Edinburgh Council on budget and Build on schedule

jAMES gIllESPIE’S Teaching Block – part The City of £21m - Design, Build, Morrison Construction June 2012 April 2015 – 

MAlAlA BuIlDINg of the wider school campus Edinburgh Council on budget Finance and on schedule

Maintain

gAlASHIElS TRANSPORT New build transport Scottish £5.2m – Design Morrison Construction January 2014 August 2015 – 

INTERCHANgE interchange station in Borders on budget and Build 7 weeks

preparation for the Council behind schedule

Borders Railway opening
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RISINg ROllS PHASE 2

This year we completed another 4 school extensions for the City of Edinburgh

Council through the Rising Rolls programme – at Craigour, St David’s, Victoria and

Broughton Primaries.

A key aspect of the Hub initiative is ensuring we deliver community benefits in the

areas surrounding our projects and during the construction of Rising Rolls Phase 2,

we exceeded all of our targets in this area. We provided 6 times more than the

targeted number of new jobs and we had more than 1,400 visits in relation to the

project, significantly more than the target of 70! 

In Victoria Primary, children were engaged in a way they probably didn’t expect as

4,000 year old remains were found during our site inspection. We commissioned

archaeologists to investigate and this allowed an opportunity to get pupils involved

and use the find as an unique learning experience. We arranged for an

archaeologist to talk to pupils and carry out workshops. Laura Thomson, Head

Teacher, commented: “The Curriculum for Excellence is about learning in a real

context and you can’t get any more real than this. The children have been

absolutely fascinated.”

As well as this, pupils got the chance to get more involved in their new buildings in

Phase 2 as they created drawings which ended up in the glass running along the

windows of their new school (see image to the right). 

“Victoria Primary is the oldest working school in Edinburgh, dating back to

1844, so we needed something special for our new building - something that

would work well in the surroundings and make the best use of space for our

pupils and staff. We were able to learn from the schools that had gone

through the first phase of Rising Rolls, and similarly staff and parents from

schools in the third phase have been to visit us and have been really

impressed and they are looking forward to their new facilities too. 

“We love the new building. It’s a bright and stimulating learning

environment that allows for a flexible and exciting teaching space. We are

hugely proud of our school building and its mixture of Victorian and modern

architecture. This reminds us of the long history of our school while catering

for our growing community.”

Laura Thomson, Head Teacher, Victoria Primary School.
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THE RISINg ROllS PROgRAMME

At the time of writing, we have almost completed 14 school extensions for the

City of Edinburgh Council, touching the lives of around 4,000 primary pupils in

the city, with further schools in development for Phase 4. This is testament to

this flexible, quality solution that really works. 

The Rising Rolls programme is an innovative solution to help tackle rising school

numbers by developing, designing and constructing new classrooms in short

timescales. These new school extensions are being built as long term solutions,

with life cycle cost analysis based on a 30 year life span.

This project is an excellent example of working with a Participant to develop

creative, flexible solutions for service delivery issues. The City of Edinburgh Council

has a continual need for more classrooms in its primary schools as pupil numbers

are ever increasing. However, the exact need each year is not known conclusively

until the Council is aware of the uptake of spaces in any given school.

We work with staff at the Council to provide a standardised approach to various

class sizes that can be rolled out across multiple locations. Individual facilities can

have their own identities that reflect the site, local planning restrictions and user

preference, but a standard pallet of materials is used.

This allows a tight programme to be set in terms of design, development, approvals

and construction, producing a quality, long term solution but with a quick

turnaround – faster than would have been achieved procuring traditionally

outside the Hub process.

The benefit of the way we work in partnership to deliver the Rising Rolls

programme is that we carry out early work under a Strategic Support Services

commission, including site investigation and stakeholder consultation on design,

with a view to firming up costs and submitting and gaining planning approval.

This work is all carried out in the last quarter of the year and during the first quarter

of the next year, the Participant clarifies exactly which facilities they wish to take

ahead, based on their final school roll numbers. A New Project Request (NPR) is

issued, key appointments are made and then the Tier 1 Contractor starts on site.

All work is then completed by the end of the Summer holidays so the new term

can start in their new classrooms. This could simply not be achieved by any

traditional procurement route. 
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SCOTTISH AMBulANCE SERvICE STATION - MElROSE

Our first project in partnership with the Scottish Ambulance Service (SAS) – a new

Ambulance Station on the site of Borders General Hospital in Melrose - was handed

over on time and on budget in January 2015. 

This is the first Scottish Ambulance Service facility to be completed in Scotland

through the Hub initiative.

The facility, situated in the grounds of Borders General Hospital, replaces the old

station in Roxburgh Street that was built in 1976. It provides significantly improved,

modern operational facilities for the 34 staff that are based there. The project had

its initial planning permission rejected by Scottish Borders Council but Hubco

supported SAS in submitting a successful appeal to Scottish Government.

In an effort to retain local training and employment, Hub South East’s contractor,

Morrison Construction, entered into a Joint Venture with Borders Construction –

a local construction company - to construct the facility.

“This investment is part of a national modernisation and upgrade

programme for ambulance stations around the country, ensuring that

they meet all the latest NHS standards for the control of infection. 

“Our excellent working relationship with our development partner, Hub

South East, delivered a new high quality ambulance station on time and

on budget, and means that our teams in Melrose now have a purpose built

base that provides a modern work environment, with facilities that

support clinical development and the continued delivery of the highest

standards of patient care.”

Pauline Howie, Chief Executive, Scottish Ambulance Service.
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jAMES gIllESPIE’S CAMPuS – MAlAlA BuIlDINg

As part of a larger programme of works across the Campus, the Malala Building at James

Gillespie’s High School was handed over on time and on budget in April 2015. 

This is the first revenue funded educational facility to be completed in Scotland

through the Hub initiative, and already it has delivered a number of community

benefits (see right).

The facility, which the school voted to name the Malala Building, consists of 57 classroom

spaces with full-height glazing to maximise daylight and views; four collaboration spaces

along the central spine to the building linked by external courtyards and bespoke dining

and social spaces which can also be used for learning and teaching.

After the first day in their new building, pupils were impressed, saying: 

“It’s cool”  “So light and spacious”  “Building makes you feel happy” 

“I don’t want to go home!”

The collaborative spaces have been so popular that 150 pupils came into the school

during the holidays to study there!

The facility has already been commended in the Scottish Design Awards for JM

Architect’s design and it was also shortlisted for the national Education Business Awards

in the School Building Category. 

The first phase of the works at the James Gillespie’s Campus were completed in August

2013, with a new nursery; two new classrooms and a gym at the Primary School. Now

that the High School Teaching Block is handed over, our contractor is on site building the

new sports and performance buildings, as well as refurbishing the A-listed Bruntsfield

House at the centre of the campus. The entire project is due for completion for the start

of the 2016/17 school year. 
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“I know the staff and pupils are excited to be in the new teaching block which

is really impressive. This is a modern, fit-for-purpose facility which is unique in

Scotland with its courtyards and collaborative break out areas and will deliver

an unrivalled learning environment for pupils.”

Councillor Paul Godzik, Education Convenor, the City of Edinburgh Council. 

“Staff are very impressed with the new teaching block.

There is a feeling of light and space that is wonderful.

It’s different from other schools – different’s good!”

Donald McDonald, Head Teacher, James Gillespie’s High School.
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gAlASHIElS TRANSPORT INTERCHANgE

The Galashiels Transport Interchange was delivered on budget for Scottish

Borders Council, and although the actual construction did run late, it was

still able to be officially opened one month before the new Borders Railway. 

The Transport Interchange is an integral part of wider Borders Railway project

and will contribute to the economic regeneration of the area. As well as its

primary function in providing better connections between all means of

sustainable transport, there is a café and office spaces in the building. 

A key aspect of the Hub initiative is ensuring we deliver community benefits in

the areas surrounding our projects and during the construction of the Galashiels

Transport Interchange we exceeded almost all of our targets in this area. We

bettered the target for creating new jobs by more than 600% and there were

more than 10 times the number of apprenticeship and trainee places offered on

the project.

There were a number of education and training benefits delivered throughout

the project and in partnership with Scottish Borders Council we promoted these

in the local press – showing how local people were getting work experience and

local students benefiting from visits to the site to help their studies. A Meet the

Buyer Event was held prior to construction, advertising a range of jobs from

bricklayers to security guards, and half way through the project another open

day was held for local people to register their interest in working on the project.

You can see the success of events like this in Ritchie’s experience (see opposite).

"I want to thank our development partner Hub South East and its contractor

Morrison Construction for the work they've done in creating this magnificent

Transport Interchange. 

“This is a landmark building for Borderers and visitors using the new railway, and

will also play an important role in helping the Council achieve its long term aim

of promoting better connections between all means of sustainable transport.”

Councillor David Parker, Council Leader, Scottish Borders Council.
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local Meet the Buyer Events Making a Real Difference

“I live in Galashiels and my mum saw the open day for work opportunities at the Transport Interchange

advertised locally. I’d been looking for traineeships for a while and was interested in the area of quantity

surveying or civil engineering but wasn’t getting anywhere. I didn’t hold out much hope for anything

happening at the event but went along to find out more anyway and I’m so glad I did as it’s changed my life! 

Thanks to this Hub project, I’ve now been taken on by Morrison Construction as a Trainee Quantity Surveyor.

I’m being supported through a 5 year course at University on day release and the rest of the time I’ll be

working on the new Kelso High project, which is fantastic as I’ll be involved in something that’s going to be

of real benefit to the Borders community, so I can be part of something that will be changing my local area

for the better. 

So far I’ve been enjoying my work and I’m really looking forward to Uni and the years ahead. If anyone is

ever questioning whether or not these type of Meet the Buyer events ever result in real opportunities - well

I’m proof that they can!”

Ritchie Rutherford, Trainee QS – Morrison Construction, 18 years old

local youth Involvement

Local youth group – the TD1 Youth Hub - based around 100 metres from the Transport

Interchange, got involved through a time capsule project, supported by our Tier 1

Contractors, Morrison Construction. 

Morrison Construction donated the time capsule and worked with the group to advise on its

contents, as well as physically interring the capsule into the ground. The time capsule is due

to be opened on 6 August 2065, and contains newspaper clippings, plans for the Galashiels

TI, information about TD1 Youth Hub and a letter to the future, among other items.

At the official opening ceremony of the Transport Interchange, a plaque to mark the capsule

was unveiled by TD1member Dawson Little, and Councillor Edgar, SBC’s Executive Member

for Roads and Infrastructure.

“With the Transport Interchange being built on our doorstep we started

thinking about how we could get involved and decided to make a time

capsule. The project really caught the imagination of the young people.”

Douglas Ormston, TD1 Youth Hub
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Royston Care Home, Edinburgh
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Projects : Under Construction

Hubco currently has 12 projects under construction, with a value of £90m. 

All projects on site are making good progress and should be completed

on schedule and on budget. 

In some cases, community benefits targets have already been exceeded

before project completion. 
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Gilmerton Primary School (Rising Rolls Phase 3), Edinburgh
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PROJECT UNDER DELIVERING PARTICIPANT VALUE PROCUREMENT TIER 1 START ESTIMATED 
CONSTRUCTION ROUTE CONTRACTOR DATE COMPLETION DATE

ROyAl EDINBuRgH New facilities in a phased NHS Lothian £45m Design, Build, Morrison Construction September 2012 December 2016

CAMPuS – PHASE 1 development, including Finance and 

adult and older people Maintain

mental health, intensive

psychiatric care and

brain injury

jAMES gIllESPIE’S New high school – The City of £13m Design, Build, Morrison Construction June 2012 July 2016

HIgH SCHOOl Sports and performing Edinburgh Council Finance and 

arts complex still Maintain

to be complete

ROySTON CARE HOME New 60 bed care home The City of £8.4m Design and Build GRAHAM Construction May 2014 June 2016

Edinburgh Council

ROSEMOuNT COuRT New housing facilities for West Lothian Council £7m Design and Build GRAHAM Construction February 2012 April 2016

HOuSINg WITH CARE older people with

support needs

BlACkHAll gyM New gym for The City of £1m Design and Build Morrison Construction April 2014 December 2015

primary school Edinburgh Council

SIMPSON PRIMARy Extension (similar to West Lothian Council £1.9m Design and Build Morrison Construction May 2015 November 2015

SCHOOl ExTENSION Rising Rolls programme)

WESTER HAIlES Underpass connecting The City of £700k Design and Build Morrison Construction August 2014 November 2015

uNDERPASS to the Wester Hailes Edinburgh Council/

Healthy Living Centre NHS Lothian 

WINDygOul PRIMARy Double storey extension East Lothian Council £3.7m Design and Build Morrison Construction July 2014 August 2015

SCHOOl ExTENSION

RISINg ROllS PHASE 3 7 x new school extensions The City of £6m Design and Build Morrison Construction May 2014 August 2015

Edinburgh Council

DuDDINgSTON PS - New nursery The City of £1.1m Design and Build Morrison Construction May 2014 August 2015

NuRSERy Edinburgh Council

fOxCOvERT PS – NuRSERy New nursery The City of £1.4m Design and Build Morrison Construction June 2014 August 2015

Edinburgh Council

WARDIE PS - NuRSERy New nursery The City of £800k Design and Build Morrison Construction June 2014 August 2015

Edinburgh Council
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“NHS Lothian welcome the partnership approach demonstrated by Hub in the Royal Edinburgh

Campus project. The success of the relationship has given NHS Lothian the opportunity to explore

further opportunities with Hub South East to procure further phases within the REC Campus and

East Lothian Community Hospital.”

Andrew Milne, Programme Director, NHS Lothian.
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NHS Lothian is redeveloping the Royal Edinburgh Campus in a number of phases

over the next 10 years and Hubco has been involved from the inception of the

project, helping to shape the brief, facilitate stakeholder engagement, secure

planning permissions, and ultimately achieve Financial Close to allow construction

on Hubco’s largest project to date – the £45m Phase 1. 

The exciting redevelopment programme will replace inpatient facilities at the Royal

Edinburgh Hospital with modern, fit-for-purpose healthcare buildings. Phase 1

redevelopments include new accommodation for the adult acute mental health

inpatient service, older people’s mental health assessment, Intensive Psychiatric

Care Service (IPCU) and the new Robert Fergusson national brain injury unit.

Following on from the success of last year’s co-location of NHS, Hubco and Tier 1

Contractor staff, the partnership has continued to develop positively, resulting in a

site start in early 2015. Work on site is progressing to schedule and is set to be

complete, on time and on budget by the end of 2016. 

Already, as part of this project, Hubco is delivering real community benefits (See

box to the right). 

Whilst the physical build of Phase 1 is taking shape, a great deal of work is going on

in tandem to develop an even larger second phase of redevelopment. Phase 2

works is likely to include, but is not limited to, a new Integrated Rehabilitation

Facility, a newly refurbished MacKinnon House and a new Facilities Management

Centre. Works are scheduled to commence this summer on the design

development and project planning of the second phase.

ROyAl EDINBuRgH CAMPuS

from Work Placement to Employment

Between February and June 2015, West Lothian College

Construction Management Student, Cristina Kean, completed

a one day a week Quantity Surveying placement at the Royal

Edinburgh Campus. 

Since completing her placement, Cristina has been taken on by

Morrison Construction to work full time on the project as an

Assistant Quantity Surveyor. Cristina said “I am learning more about the project

every day and I very much appreciate this opportunity. When I started my

placement I did not expect to be offered full time employment prior to my

placement ending. I’m really excited about the future.”

young Cubs and Brownies learning on Site

We are keen to ensure that, on Hub projects, we provide learning opportunities

in various ways. As well as work placements and site visits, our Tier 1 Contractors

are always looking for ways to ensure local groups can get involved whilst

construction is progressing. Some examples of this can be seen from recent

engagement with Cubs and Brownies on the Royal Edinburgh Campus. 

In May, 25 local Cub Scouts visited this site one evening and enjoyed a site tour,

as well as taking part in a Lego tower activity – using 100 pieces of Lego and

designing the tallest tower using the fewest bricks. 

The next month it was the turn of the Brownies as 22 Brownie Guides, currently

working on their Civil Engineering badge, visited. They

must complete nine modules demonstrating different

elements of engineering and our Royal Edinburgh site

played host to a task about wind resistance, where

they had to build high towers which would withstand

strong a strong breeze. All Brownies passed their

activity, achieving the module, and as well as our Tier 1

Contractor, they had fun along the way!

As part of the development the on-site

team has been actively supporting the

formation of a new innovative Public

Social Partnership, through the

formation of a growing Space used by

members of the public, staff and

patients. An important initiative which

strives to break the barriers around

stigma in mental health. 
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At the time of writing we are just about to handover this school extension at

Windygoul Primary in Tranent, East Lothian, helping tackle the issue of rising

school rolls in the area, increasing the school’s capacity to 25 classrooms and

providing much needed expanded dining facilities and general purpose space. 

Engaging with School Pupils

On site, our Tier 1 Contractors have been making sure the kids in the school are

engaged and involved in the construction process and a particular example of

them building relationships with the school community is around the Design a

Hard Hat competition they recently had. Pupils were invited to help make the

plain construction hard hats a bit more exciting and they came up with some

great designs. Children, site staff and management strutted their stuff on the

catwalk to model the winning designs and great fun was had by all. 

Delivering value for Money

The Affordability Cap identified in agreement with the Participant at New Project

Request Stage for the Windygoul extension was just over £3.9m. However, as a

result of collaborative working between Hubco, the Participant (East Lothian

Council Capital Projects Team), the Tier 1 Contractor and Design Team, the final

cost agreed was actually reduced.

This saving of £167,000 (4.3% of the total cost) was achieved through a

rigorous process of market testing, and by working together to follow the Hub

process, ultimately driving down costs whilst still ensuring a high standard of

quality as well as programme certainty.

This is an excellent demonstration of partnership working and is

demonstrable evidence of the added value provided through Hub

South East Scotland.

“This new extension will enable Windygoul Primary to

continue to meet the demand for places. The school

has gone from strength to strength in its first seven

years and is a key part of the local community. That

community is growing apace and Windygoul Primary

is growing with it.

Councillor Norman Hampshire, Environment spokesperson, East Lothian Council.

WINDygOul PRIMARy SCHOOl ExTENSION 
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Our first project with West Lothian Council to begin construction on site,

Rosemount Court Housing with Care, will include 30 one bedroom flats, office

accommodation and communal spaces for use by tenants and the wider

community. The facility will include shared support facilities including a dining

area, laundry area, foyer and internal courtyard, hairdressers, multi-purpose

rooms and staff facilities. The project will also refurbish the existing

Rosemount Court sheltered housing accommodation and convert existing

bed sit accommodation to provide a total of 16 one bedroom flats. The new

building aims to provide people with well designed, self contained one

bedroom flats for independent living, alongside 24 hour staffing cover.

Entertaining Residents

Our Tier 1 Contractor recently treated residents of two sheltered housing

facilities to an afternoon of musical merrymaking as part of this project. In

our commitment to local communities, the event at Rosemount Court saw

30 elderly guests, including its own residents and those from the nearby

Jane Place Sheltered Housing, enjoy a selection of Scottish songs, sing-alongs

and old time favourites.

Building links in West lothian

Our Tier 1 Contractor is building excellent links with local educational

establishments during this project. Already, West Lothian College Civil

Engineering students have visited the site and our Tier 1 Contractor has

worked with the college to help them achieve their Science, Technology,

Engineering and Mathematics Network (STEMNET) assurance by helping on

the panel assessments for HNC students. 

As well as this, representatives from GRAHAM Construction attended a careers

networking event for pupils at local Deans Community High School. 

All these acts of engagement within the local community help us remain

better connected with the areas in which Hub projects are being delivered

and allow us to ensure that local people benefit directly. 

“Our residents had a great afternoon, with plenty

of fun being had all round. We’d like to extend our

gratitude to GRAHAM Construction for organising

the event and we’re all looking forward to the

completion of the new facility.”

June Murphy, Rosemount Court Sheltered Housing Manager.

ROSEMOuNT COuRT HOuSINg WITH CARE 
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Newbattle High School (Artist Impression), Midlothian
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Projects : In Development

In partnership with Participants, Hubco is currently developing 8 projects, worth £204m. 

All developing projects have a Hubco project management and design team in place, as well as

a Tier 1 Contractor appointed and a Facilities Management service provider where necessary. 
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Partnership Centre in Firrhill (Artist Impression), Edinburgh
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QUALIFYING PROJECT DELIVERING PARTICIPANT VALUE PROCUREMENT TIER 1 CONTRACTOR

IN DEVELOPMENT ROUTE

lOTHIAN BuNDlE New partnership centres in NHS Lothian / £26m Design, Build, GRAHAM Construction

Blackburn, Firrhill and West Lothian Council / Finance and Maintain

North West Edinburgh The City of Edinburgh Council

NEWBATTlE HIgH SCHOOl New high school campus Midlothian Council £33m Design, Build, Morrison Construction

Finance and Maintain

kElSO HIgH SCHOOl New high school campus Scottish Borders Council £21m Design, Build, Morrison Construction

Finance and Maintain

WEST CAlDER HIgH SCHOOl New high school campus West Lothian Council £40m Design, Build, Morrison Construction

and bridge Finance and Maintain

DuNS PRIMARy SCHOOl Refurbishment of old high Scottish Borders Council £8.4m Design and Build GRAHAM Construction

school into a new

primary school

POlICE SCOTlAND Addition Police cells Police Scotland £2m Design and Build Morrison Construction

CEllS - CRAIgMIllAR for existing Police Station

ROxBuRgH STREET New health centre NHS Borders £1.7m Design and Build Morrison Construction

HEAlTH CENTRE - gAlASHIElS (through Joint Venture with

Borders Construction)

EAST lOTHIAN New community hospital NHS Lothian £72m Design, Build, Morrison Construction

COMMuNITy HOSPITAl Finance and Maintain
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NEWBATTlE HIgH SCHOOl

Supporting local young People

Through the Newbattle High

School project, we have been

supporting a former pupil of the

school to go through University

and study to be a Quantity

Surveyor. As part of this contract,

which provides him with a

financial package to help with

books, travel costs etc. James

Rodgers-Jones from Midlothian,

undertakes a paid summer

placement of work with our Tier 1

Contractor, Morrison

Construction. James is

appreciative of the support he is

receiving through this Hub

project and said:

“During my first year of Uni, I found the funding to be extremely helpful

as it helped towards paying for books, equipment for classes etc. When I

applied for this job at Newbattle High, the funding was one of the main

factors due to the fact it could help me out through Uni and thus it gives

me a better opportunity to succeed.

“Furthermore, the summer placement has so far been excellent, as it

has gave me hands on experience. Likewise, it has given me an

opportunity to use the knowledge I have gathered through Uni into real

life situations.

“The icing on the cake is that I am working on my old High School - it’s

quite surreal if I am being honest!”

Due to the ESA 2010 issue, Newbattle High School (as well as Kelso High and the

Partnership Centres in the Lothian Bundle), has not progressed as we had hoped in

the last year. However, it’s important to note that work has still been going on in the

background to ensure that as soon as we are in the position where we are given the

green light to reach Financial Close, we can do so. 
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This project has changed dramatically since last year’s annual report when we

were involved in a Strategic Support Services commission on what was, at the

time, a refurbishment of an existing High School. 

Since then we have worked in partnership with West Lothian Council to shape

the project and after various refurbishments options were pursued it was

decided by the Council that the constraints of the existing site were such that

the preferred option would be a brand new High School on a different site.

The project will now see a 1,100 capacity High School built in West Calder,

including a swimming pool and other sports and facilities which can be used

by the local community. This will be a revenue funded facility, through the

third phase of the Scottish Futures Trust’s (SFT) Schools for the Future

Programme. Because of this, there are tight timescales within which to have

the school designed and constructed. 

A benefit of this project being developed through the Hub initiative is

that West lothian Council, through Hubco, has been able to access

enabling funds from SfT. 

“We have worked closely with Hub South East – a partnership which has allowed us to have early contractor

involvement from a design and construction point of view. This has ensured that the project moves at pace to deliver

a new high quality, fit for purpose High School for West Calder, replacing the 50 year old facility currently being used. 

Procuring this project through Hubco is the only way we would ever be able to meet the Scottish Government’s

timetable and have the facility delivered in time.”

Neil McIntyre, Briefing and Liaison Officer, West Lothian Council.

WEST CAlDER HIgH SCHOOl 
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East Lothian Community Hospital (Artist Impression), Haddington
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Hubco was first engaged in the East Lothian Community Hospital project under

Strategic Support Services, to develop a Clinical Brief and Initial Agreement in

support of a new Community Hospital in East Lothian. 

This appointment came after previous unsuccessful attempts to gain approval

for the project, due to a lack of justification for the need for such a facility. Hubco

was instrumental in creating a capacity model and new model of care which

under-pinned the case for investment through the Initial Agreement. This work is

now complete and the Initial Agreement was ultimately accepted by the Scottish

Government. On approval, this was commented on by the Scottish

government Health Directorate as being an exemplar model for future

Initial Agreements. 

In the last year Hubco has been formally commissioned to design, construct,

finance and maintain the new £72m facility in Haddington, on the site of the

existing Roodlands Hospital. 

Now that a wide ranging community consultation exercise around the proposals

is complete, we anticipate submitting a planning application to East Lothian

Council in late summer. The Outline Business Case for the new Community

Hospital has been developed in tandem with the planning proposals setting out

costs, location, services and timescales. This will be submitted for approval to the

Scottish Government in due course and we are aiming to reach Financial Close in

late summer 2016. 

EAST lOTHIAN COMMuNITy HOSPITAl 

“We are delighted to be working with Hub South East Scotland Ltd and

Morrison Construction on this exciting project. We have a good track record

of working with both of these companies and their expertise in developing

healthcare facilities will play a key role in helping us to create a state-of-the-

art hospital for the people of East Lothian.”

David Small, Joint Director, East Lothian Health and Social Care Partnership

“Hubco and all its resources and personnel attached to the East Lothian

Community Hospital project have been dedicated and supportive to both

the aims of the project, but also of hand holding a number of staff through

the design and planning stages. 

“Many hospital staff have required to have a lot of time spent going over the

clinical brief to understand and reclarify the scope. Additionally, where

possible, the team have met with groups outwith the planning sessions to

understand requirements. Much time has been spent to negotiate with the

hospital team in order to get to the best place with the patients’ best

interests at heart, whilst ensuring compliance to guidance and legislation. 

“The positive and cheerful attitude by all of the team and the collaborative

partnership approach to everything has been really refreshing and I believe

we will be able to deliver a people, staff and patient focussed facility which

for Lothian primary care could be a flagship. 

“I’m proud to be working alongside Hubco on this.” 

Miriam Anderson, ELCH Programme Manager, NHS Lothian.

Hubco has, until recently, been progressing the project through Stage 1

via an extended Strategic Services appointment. Without this approach,

the project would have been delayed by over 12 months at an estimated

cost uplift of £10m through inflation and change in regulatory standards. 
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East Lothian Community Hospital Briefing
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Strategic Support Services

Hubco is currently providing Strategic Support Services to Participants

on projects with a potential value totalling £326m. 
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A key aspect of Hubco’s offering is assisting Participants with masterplanning, visioning and re-shaping service delivery models. Our early

involvement through Strategic Support Services helps to develop projects at a strategic level, allowing key elements to be de-risked before

committing financial resources to an entire project. Here are just a few highlights of the work we are involved in which demonstrate how, as

is the intended nature of the Hub initiative, we are acting as a true development partner to our public sector Participants. 

As part of our strategic remit, we have been developing proposals around how, in

partnership with NHS Lothian and our wider supply chain, we can provide Participants

with a service which:

• Develops a rolling programme of projects, promoting improved standardisation

and pursuing volume discounts, further creating a standardised model of service

delivery.

• Focusses on service delivery and not simply capital projects.

• Contributes to the quality of a Participant’s service delivery.

• Promotes integration across public services.

• Contributes to the ethos of continuous improvement / development.

Hubco and the Territory Partnering Board have worked together to gain an

understanding of individual organisations’ immediate, short, medium and long-term

needs and its aspirations. Following this initial investigation, we developed proposals

around a strategy for the delivery of services which address the above points.

One area of development was to review what could be developed / delivered around

the needs and aspirations of a single Participant. We have focussed on NHS Lothian and

specifically on their Primary Care programme. Initial discussions between Hubco and

NHS Lothian reviewed how the existing programme was formulated, procured

managed and reviewed on an annual basis and what internal and external resources

were required for its delivery. Further discussion then focussed on how Hubco could

enhance the existing process by looking at the design development, procurement and

delivery strategically over a longer period of time as opposed to annual allocations.

As a result, NHS lothian has commissioned Hubco to develop, design, procure and

deliver its £65m Primary Care programme over an initial three year programme,

with an option to extend this to five years.

We have so far established a single team, including our contractor, GRAHAM

Construction, who is engaged over a fixed term period, with a view to developing

multiple projects which we hope to progress to Initial Agreement stage. The second

phase will involve the same team supporting the early development of projects to a

design Stage B+, allowing projects to be costed and de-risked before the issue of a New

Project Request. This phase will be applied to projects that have Initial Agreements and

funding approval. 

As part of the early stage of development, through the pre-Initial Agreement phase and

extending into Stage 1 design, we will be promoting a standardised ethos. This has the

intention of saving up to 15% on the initial capital costs through a form of repeatable

design and service models. 

This new approach to assisting with service delivery is testament to how our

relationship with NHS lothian has grown and its confidence in Hubco’s ability to

deliver strategically. 

NHSl Primary Care framework 
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As demonstrable evidence of partnership

working in action, we have had a member of

the Hubco team seconded into a Participant

organisation – the City of Edinburgh Council - for

the last 18 months, assisting with a programme

of asset rationalisation. Stephen Oswald (to the

right in the photo) is working as a Development

Manager and says of his experience:

“After leading the review of the Council’s depot

estate to create a strategy that offered a reduced but more efficient modern depot

estate, I have been an integral part of the team carrying out locality studies in Leith,

Muirhouse, Craigmillar and Wester Hailes.

“A key target for these studies is to help identify new collaborative opportunities and

define, in particular, how public agency estate resources can be best deployed to

improve service outcomes and make efficiency savings.

“Primarily this work has highlighted the potential to improve the utilisation of existing

operational assets and also start to identify potential collaborative property led

opportunities. For example, in the Leith area, by looking at the growing population

and corresponding increase in service demand against the already strained collective

service delivery infrastructure, a large surplus (Council owned) site capable of

accommodating a new development for a broad spectrum of services and facilitating

a joint property rationalisation process was identified.

“Focusing around this site, Hubco and the Council have mapped properties within the

Council, NHS Lothian, Police Scotland and other public sector partners’ ownership in

the area. A working group with representation from these organisations has been

established, which I am facilitating, to explore joint opportunities – including

potentially a new integrated service facility for Leith on this site in the form of a

Community Partnership Centre.

“The concept of such a Centre is around supporting multi agency joint working and

creating a facility that includes a shared service and community “hub” - putting service

professionals and communities together to assist in the co-production of service

design. For example, a library could become a community training area, a GP waiting

area, a café, a retail space, an art gallery, a volunteering centre and social space. This is

not only efficient use of space but creates a vibrant, interactive hub for information

sharing and problem solving, creative activities and offering a genuine opportunity

for the community to participate in sharing what and how the facility delivers.

“The vision for the operational service model includes a reception area staffed by an

expert multi-agency team from various sectors, acting as a single point of contact for

the service user. The overall concept is not simply around co-location of public services,

but about the true integration of services shaped and prioritised by a community

themselves.

“A level of outline design feasibility work has already been commissioned via Hubco to

establish the service need and the massing potential of the site, but a further level of

development is needed to assess the scope, sustainability and deliverability of the

project. The benefit of the Hub process is that, for this sort of project, an application

for enabling works funding through the Hub Territory Partnering Board can be made,

potentially unlocking funds to further investigate various options and viability

“We are proud that Hubco is demonstrating that we are a true development partner,

working with our Participants to find innovative solutions to service needs. This

approach will be key for Hubco over the coming years and will hopefully provide

a model which can be rolled out across the Territory.”

“Stephen’s close work with the service teams has seen the development and

refinement of the Council's depots strategy, demonstrating quick thinking in

responding to a changing environment for service provision. 

“His enthusiasm for the possible Leith Community Partnership Centre - a fully

collaborative approach to asset development with partner agencies and the

third sector - has also seen its development at the strategic level into a

proposition that can now be tested for its viability”.

Lindsay Glasgow, Asset Strategy Manager, Corporate Property, the City of Edinburgh Council.

Asset Rationalisation at the City of Edinburgh Council
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Performance

Overall, Hubco’s performance is strong. We continue to perform

well in a range of areas, from health and safety to community

benefits and we can evidence that we are delivering real benefits

across the South East Territory. 



In 2014/15, Hubco has continued to support Participants in the successful delivery of

community infrastructure projects throughout the South East Territory, as well as the

delivery of wider community benefits Overall the Territory Partnering Board is satisfied

with the performance of Hubco over the last year. 

A detailed report and supporting information, setting out Hubco’s performance against

the suite of Key Performance Indicators in the Territory Delivery Plan, is available on

Hubco’s website: http://www.hubsoutheastscotland.co.uk/about/our-annual-review 

The following pages contain information on key areas of our performance this year:

Partnering
We rely on feedback from Participants to help us improve our services and we always

encourage open dialogue. Each year we carry out a survey of Participants.

At the time of writing, 8 out of the 10 Participants, as well as SFT's TPB representative,

had been surveyed. Holiday and work commitments have left two customer surveys

(SAS and SBC) to be completed in September. With two outstanding surveys to be

complete Hubco has a pass rate of 82% therefore this KPI has been met. 

As per last year, members of the respective Community Planning Partnerships (CPPs)

have not been formally surveyed but meaningful engagement is building through the

development of locality studies and placing making reviews and this will be built on

next year to enable customer satisfaction surveys to be undertaken with CPPs as part of

next year's Annual Review.

Community Engagement
On all Hubco projects there is a communications and engagement plan which

identifies where we can assist Participants with engagement and where we can

actively engage with local communities ourselves. from getting involved in local

groups, to sponsoring community activities, Hubco and its Tier 1 Contractors are

committed to ensuring that local people feel part of the project and that benefits

are realised beyond the bricks and mortar of new facilities. 

Both Morrison and GRAHAM Construction have donated this year to a number of good

local causes, some of which include:

• sponsoring local fireworks events close to the

Royal Edinburgh Campus 

• giving a Christmas tree to Rosemount Court

• sponsoring a Rotary Club event near Duns Primary

• hand carving wooden toadstools to Langlee Primary

School in Galashiels as a feature for their “Hobbit Hole”

• running a competition in North West Edinburgh where

the prizes were shopping vouchers for the local shop -

encouraging the use of small businesses in the community

rather than large retailers

• paying for and helping install a time capsule for a local

youth group at the Galashiels Transport Interchange (see page 21).

This year, in addition to this, the Hub team decided to do something extra and raise

money for a local charity…
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Hub South East Charity golf Day

The first charity event to be organised by Hub South East was supported by primary

sponsors, GRAHAM Construction and Morrison Construction, as well as a number of

other supply chain partners, all coming together to raise fund for Edinburgh based

Charity, the Grassmarket Community Project. 

Duddingston Golf Club played host to 18 teams who enjoyed a round of golf,

followed by a meal, raffle and auction. Through team entry, sponsorship and money

raised on the day, the grassmarket Community project has benefited from a

total of £15,099.15. 

The Project’s roots are traditionally in working with homeless people, but they now

work with those who experience mental/physical health issues and have learning

support needs. As well as operating a community café and woodwork and tartan social

enterprises, the Project offers a range of social integration and educational activities for

members aimed at enhancing life skills and developing confidence. The project also

offers a drop-in free meal service to the wider community.

Handover of Charity Golf Day Cheque to the Grassmarket Community Project

We are proud to have raised such a fantastic amount for a very worthy local charity.

This was a real team event, demonstrating the commitment and support of Hub

South East’s two Tier 1 contractors – as well as its supply chain - to come together

and give something back locally.

Furthermore, we were inspired to hear about the Grassmarket Community Project’s

valuable work in terms of supporting vulnerable people through social enterprise.

The charity operates very much like a Supported Business and we are keen to

explore options to involve them in future projects, so that the legacy of this

event continues well beyond the funds raised. 

"The Grassmarket Community Project is delighted to be the chosen

charity of Hub South East’s 2015 golf day. We cannot believe

everyone’s generosity and support and would like to thank all the

people involved for raising such an amazing amount of money.”

“We rely on the generosity and kindness of our donors to support

some of Edinburgh’s most vulnerable and marginalised individuals.

We benefit over 300 members a year in a variety of ways and we

support people as long as it takes. We cannot thank Hub South East

enough for their support, without which we couldn’t continue to reach

the most vulnerable. 

“We look forward to forging a longer term relationship with Hub

South East and its supply chain to further contribute to the

sustainability of the Grassmarket Community Project. This will help

ensure we continue to be there and provide much needed support to

some of Edinburgh’s most isolated and marginalised adults. We will be

able to continue to offer them activities, core skills training,

employability skills, creative and craft skills or just a sense of

belonging and being valued when they are at their lowest point.”

Jonny Kinross, Chief Executive, Grassmarket Community Project.



As can be seen from our desire to work in partnership with the Grassmarket Community

Project in the future, our community engagement activities go beyond simply donating

cash. From arranging competitions with children in the schools we are working in (see

page 28) to our Contractors spending time with service users such as at Rosemount

Court’s afternoon of dancing (see page 29), we want to connect with the people who

will be using the facilities we are delivering. 

Our Tier 1 Contractors are continuously looking for ways to improve engagement and

set up new links within the community. This year both have been developing links with

West Lothian College and they also attended an event run by Forrester High School to

forge better links between businesses and senior pupils. A range of initiatives also still

continue this year, from Safety Sam presentations to local schools, to delivering the SQA

accredited ‘Employability and Construction Programme.’ 

Community Benefit
Key to the success of the Hub initiative is where it delivers on benefits for local

communities, over and above the delivery of new facilities. We are proud that

throughout the South East Territory, we are able to demonstrate that we are

delivering, and in many cases, outperforming in this area. More than 100 new jobs,

81 new graduate places and 132 apprenticeships and trainee places on Hub projects

have been created to date and in terms of overall targets for community benefits,

we have again, exceeded what we set out to achieve across completed projects

in 2014/15:
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Notably, we delivered more than four times the number of new jobs and apprentice/

trainees than we targeted. We also achieved almost 25 times as many school visits as we

had set out to do, meaning a huge number of school pupils benefited from the likes of

sites visits and safety talks. From helping cubs and brownies achieve their badges,

through to work placements that have extended into full time employment, you can

see throughout this report just some examples of community benefit activities related

to specific projects. 

“I learned a lot and gained knowledge about site coordination and how

problem solving is a big part of being a Site Manager along with good

organisation and attention to detail. I will take the things that I learned when

I return to complete my 2nd year of college as this will support my learning.”

Pamela Dignan, Construction Management student, Edinburgh College after Rising Rolls site visit.

“The work placement was fantastic and I have learnt so many different

things over the week. I wish I could have stayed longer and I cannot thank

you all enough for giving me that wonderful opportunity.”

Karolina Juste, Architecture Technology student, Edinburgh College – placed with Scott Brownrigg Architects.

“What a fantastic day. The visits were extremely interesting and provided the

young students a great opportunity to see first-hand a working site and to

hear some real life experiences. 

“The level was well pitched for these young students just starting their career

development, but to be able to get out on site in their first week, I am

convinced has made a greater impression on the career opportunities and

the industry than we could have ever made in the classroom environment…..

They were buzzing about it afterwards.” 

West Lothian College Lecturer after students visited Rising Rolls and Council Nursery sites.

Supporting SMEs
Hubco is committed to ensuring local businesses benefit from projects being delivered

in their area and to date, 84% of contracts awarded on completed projects were to

Scottish SMEs. 

In 2014/15 we held Meet the Buyer events, giving local businesses and suppliers the

opportunity to find out how to get involved in specific work packages around Duns

Primary and the Galashiels Transport Interchange. 

In addition to this, both Morrison and GRAHAM Construction, attended a supplier

engagement event run by Scottish Borders Council and Business Gateway to give local

companies the chance to find out about projects in their area. 

“Being on the Hub supply chain as an approved contractor, we feel there is

more chance of securing work and gaining new business contacts, that we

wouldn’t have had the opportunity to get in contact with.”

Allan Morgan, Parkhead Welding Co Ltd.

“If anyone is ever questioning whether or not these type of Meet the Buyer

events ever result in real opportunities - well I’m proof that they can!”

Ritchie Rutherford, Trainee QS, Morrison Construction (see his story on page 21).

Health and Safety 
With an accident frequency rate of well below the target of 0.5, our two Tier 1

Contractors have again maintained an excellent safety record. 

This year, as with previous years, no reportable accidents have occurred on any

construction site and no HSE enforcement notices have been received. 

Hubco takes Health and Safety very seriously and through regular reporting to our

Board, we seek to understand relative health and safety performance and to promote

best practice and lessons learned across the Tier 1 Contractor supply chain.
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Sustainability
Hubco has a range of targets around sustainability of projects and our

performance in this area is good, with all targets being exceeded. 

All Hub projects have the appropriate plans in place to manage environmental issues

and waste, and when instructed by Participants, we ensure facilities’ compliance with

environmental assessments such as BREEAM. 

In addition, through our innovation programme to be launched this year (see page 50)

we will seek to explore new ideas and methods around sustainability in relation to

Hub projects.

Value for Money
100% of Qualifying Projects have been successfully handed over to Participants

within the agreed contract price. 

Hubco remains committed to working in partnership with our Participants and supply

chain to continue to ensure that all projects brought through Hub deliver value for

money. We are continually looking for innovative ways to deliver more with less and

we are doing this through new ways of working eg the NHS Lothian Primary Care

Framework (see page 40). Through our formal innovation programme (see page 50)

we will seek to further demonstrate this. 

Various examples of providing Value for Money for Participants can be noted

throughout this Annual Report, notably on the East Lothian Community Hospital

where we progressed through Stage 1 via an extended Strategic Support Services

commission which saved more than 12 months of a delay at an estimated cost uplift

of £10m (see page 37).

From a development cost perspective, over the portfolio of projects that have reached

the end of Stage 2 to date, the net saving in fees compared to the Proforma 2

Pricing Cap is circa £750k which demonstrates that the Hub process is delivering

value for money for Participants.

Notably, by being part of a wider programme of national revenue financed projects

(albeit lead by SFT). Hub projects realise a 0.5% reduction in the cost of capital. For

three of our revenue funded projects awaiting Financial Close, this is a reduction of

more than £250k per annum in revenue costs to the public sector – or £6.25m

over the operational phase of these projects.

Supply Chain
100% of our supply chain partners have signed up to the Hubco Supply Chain

Charter, ensuring that they are all following the same guiding principles in the

delivery of projects and how we all work together to assist Participants in their

implementation of the Strategic Delivery Plan.

Our supply chain, consisting of 2 Tier 1 Construction Contractors, as well as

25 architects, 10 mechanical and electrical engineers, 11 civil/structural engineers,

8 cost advisors and 20 specialists, is one with a wealth of experience to support our

Participants with all their development needs. 

We have a good range of award winning supply chain members involved in Hub

projects and indeed, our construction contractors have a number of talented

individuals working on Hub developments this year. Examples of this include Morrison

Construction’s Allan Lyttle (who has previously delivered the Wester Hailes Healthy

Living Centre and is currently working on Rising Rolls) who was shortlisted for the

prestigious title of Construction Manager of the Year, as well as Grant Robson, a senior

site engineer from GRAHAM Construction (currently working on Rosemount Court and

Royston Care Home) who was shortlisted for the 2015 Duke of Gloucester’s Young

Achievers Scheme for Construction Delivery. 

We are committed to ensuring that our supply chain is fit for purpose and as such we

regularly review this. After a recent review, in light of the projected pipeline of future

projects, we are hoping to appoint a third Tier 1 Contractor by the end of the year (see

page 50). This will allow us to ensure we have the appropriate resources in place in the

coming years to deliver quality community infrastructure projects for our Participants. 
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Quality
At the heart of Hubco’s offering is the development of modern community

infrastructure facilities, so it goes without saying that we ensure these are delivered

to a high quality standard. As with many construction projects, from time to time we do

experience quality issues, but we are committed to overcoming them and we work

closely with our supply chain to ensure solutions are found and lessons learned.

We have met all necessary quality targets on completed projects this year. In particular,

with regard to construction, in this year’s completed projects, we can point to user

satisfaction as an indicator of the high quality facilities we are delivering. 

Scottish Ambulance Service Station – Melrose, Scottish Borders

“This was delivered to our specifications and to a very high standard.” 

“It was the cleanest handover we have experienced.”

“The staff are delighted with the facility.” 

Pamela McLaughlin, Scottish Ambulance Service.

james gillespie’s High School – Malala Building, Edinburgh

“Pupils and staff are hugely impressed with our new Malala building. It’s a

wonderful facility – the design and layout is like no other school. There’s a

real feeling of light and space with one side of every classroom glazed to

allow in lots of natural light and giving views across Edinburgh.

“In fact the building’s been so well received by pupils that despite being on

exam leave, many of our senior pupils chose to come into the new building

to study with friends rather than stay at home!”

Donald Macdonald, Head Teacher.

In addition to this, testament to the quality of our facilities, the Malala Building at James

Gillespie’s has already been Commended in the Scottish Design Awards for JM

Architect’s design, and it was also shortlisted for the national Education Business

Awards in the School Building Category. 

Programme
In terms of construction, all but one of Hubco’s completed facilities this year have

achieved their agreed completion dates. 

The Galashiels Transport Interchange was delivered behind schedule, but still a month

in advance of the opening of the Borders Railway, which was the key driver behind the

deadline.

Delivering community infrastructure is not without its challenges and there are many

factors which can contribute to delay within a project. We do our best to work with

Participants and our supply chain to minimise the risk of delay and remain committed

to doing so and to date, only two out of the eighteen contracts delivered by Hubco

have experienced construction delays. 
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In an effort to ensure continuous improvement, we have listened carefully to our partners over the last year and

are implementing a range of actions to allow us to be better placed to take on future challenges. Here are just

some examples of what you said and how we have already taken or are planning to address these issues allow

us to together more effectively, deliver better services and support the partnership ethos of the Hub initiative. 
New and improved ways

should be found to deliver
value for money and more

could be done to
demonstrate innovation

you said...

we did...
The area of innovation will be a key focus for Hubco in the coming year. We recently agreed with the TPB to

introduce a formal innovation programme which is set to be launched in the Autumn. This will begin with a

facilitated workshop between Hubco, Participants and our Tier 1 Contractors. An outcome of the workshop will

be to develop an action plan by the end of the year which is based on the ideas exchanged. The key aims of this

initiative will be in essence to deliver better value for money and reduce the time taken to develop projects.

As such, the areas we will explore can be grouped into three broad themes:

• Technology (applying new technology - from standardised components to BIM)

• Behaviour (encouraging behavioural change and improved partnership working

through better links between partners)

• Process (streamlining processes to ensure better supply chain and project management).

The supply chain
should be broader

you said...

we did...
We are committed to regularly reviewing our supply chain to ensure we

have the appropriate resources in place for future projects. We recently

conducted a thorough supply chain review and although the limited

supply chain we have has successfully delivered 23 facilities worth £82m,

with a growing pipeline of work and a desire to optimise the supply chain

and further contribute to local economic growth, Hubco is now seeking to

appoint a third Tier 1 Contractor. This new Contractor will have the financial

and technical resources to complete Design and Build projects in the range

up to £10m and will also be capable of undertaking, in full, Design Build

Finance and Maintain projects of circa £30m. We are hoping to having this

new contractor selected and in place by the end of 2015. 

Early contractor
involvement

should be
extended to

M&E contractors

you said...

we did...
There is general agreement by all parties

that early Tier 1 Contractor involvement is

beneficial and is a key benefit of the Hub

model and we are keen to extend this to

M&E contractors where appropriate.

At Kelso and Newbattle High Schools, as

well for East Lothian Community Hospital,

we have engaged the M&E Contractors

during the Stage 1 process. We will continue

to monitor this on a project by project basis.
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The method
statements don’t

often allow the
process to run as
effectively as it

should 

you said...

we did...
The method statements for Hub South East were set when the Hub

model was still theoretical and after five years of working to these,

it is recognised that in practice there are some elements which are

not fit for purpose. It has been agreed with the TPB to jointly review

the method statements and make any changes deemed necessary

so that they reflect how the Hub model works in practice and

facilitates more effective working in the future. 

Hubco should be
sharing its success

stories more to
demonstrate its value

to participants

you said...

we did...
This year we have developed a joint Communications Plan with the TPB, outlining a range of activities to promote

Hubco and further strengthen partnership working. In particular we are now issuing regular newsletters, we have

created an animated introduction to Hub video for our website and we are continuing to work closely with

Participants to ensure maximum potential is realised for PR, communications and engagement around individual

projects. We will be focussing on human interest case studies in the future to demonstrate the real benefits of the

Hub initiative, as well as vox pop video interviews of Participants and service users. 

Opportunities for
closer working

between all parties
should be explored

you said...
we did...
We have learned from the success of co-location demonstrated on the Royal Edinburgh Campus

project, where Hubco, our Contractors and Participants worked together in an onsite office. In

November 2014 Hubco moved offices to larger premises which allow further collaboration and

increased space for our project development managers, contractors and Participants. We also

continue to have staff seconded into Participant organisations and will be looking at how this

offering could be extended through our innovation programme. 

The in-house offering of
Hubco should be

strengthened

you said...

we did...
We have internally restructured in 2015 to provide

focus on two key areas – the development of new

projects and the operational aspects of projects as

they progress. We now have a Developments

Director and an Operations Director in post and in

the coming months we are further strengthening our

resources by bringing Project Development

Managers in house to work with us on a full time

basis, solely on Hub projects. This should help in

terms of consistency and project management. 
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Scottish Ambulance Service Station, Scottish Borders
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The following information is extracted from the Annual Report

and financial statements for the year to 31 March 2015. 

The loss this year amounted to £443,166. The Directors do not

recommend payment of a dividend in respect of the period. 

It should be noted that at the time of print, the financial

statements are still to be signed off by the Board of Directors

and are therefore draft, although no changes are expected. 

Results : Abstract of Accounts

A summary of the financial performance is as follows: 

Profit & loss Account £000s

Turnover (development fees and payments related to D&B contracts) 19,884

Cost of Sales (Includes payments to D&B contractors) (19,092)

Gross Profit 792

Admin Expenses (1,193)

Net Interest Payable (mainly on Shareholders Working Capital Loans) (42)

loss for Period (443)

Balance Sheet £000s

Total Assets 2,979

Current Liabilities (4,010)

Total Assets less current Liabilities (1,031)

Long Term Liabilities (36)

Net liabilities (Note 1) (1,067)

Note 1

Whilst the loss for the period has resulted in a negative Net Asset position under a strict

interpretation of the accounts, two key matters need to be considered. Firstly, £1,000,000 of

the company’s liabilities are owed to Shareholders under the terms of the working capital

loans which should, in reality be considered quasi capital. Secondly, the repayment terms of

these loans have been extended to a long-stop date of 31/03/17.

The Directors are satisfied with the financial position and outlook for the company. 
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